



































































































































AMAT 342 Lecture 25

Today More about manifolds

Recall the definition

Definite For n31
An n dimensional topological manifold is a subspaceMcRm
for some m n such that for each XEM there exists

UCM with E U and U homeomorphic to IR
equivalently homeomorphicto
an openball in IR

mhi.com

Remarks A topological manifold can have edges and corners
For example the surface of a cube is a manifold

Emi

This is homeomorphic to the sphere






































































































































In advanced mathematics one sometimes wants to consider
manifolds with no edges or corners To do so One can use
ideas from multivariable calculus to define Smithmanifolds
We'll not worry aboutthe details here

Whyde we care about manifolds continued from lasttime

Solutions to equations are often manifolds
or almost manifolds in some sense

Surfaces of objects are manifolds
Manifolds are important in computer vision
graphics physical modeling

Manifolds are fundamental in physics
The theory of general relativity describes the
gravitation in terms of the curvature of a
4 D manifold

Manifolds with Boundary
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Let BI Tell 11 Iddo x I upperhalf ball

HIM B O 1
centered at 0 in112

YEE wt Euclidean metric
Facet B and HIM are homeomorphic
The homeomorphism 1310 1 IR disused last lecture

n h
restricts to a homeomorphism BFM

Fait HH and 112 are not homeomorphic

At eemple

4S I is not a manifold
For a point X e SH O B i.e lies on the top or bottom circle
there is no UCS I containing X and homeomorphicto R

However a small region aroundsuch x is homeomorphic to BI
T CtoHR
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For XE SHI not lying on the top or bottom circular

edge there is Uc 5 1 containing x and homeomorphic

to 1122

O

t
Thus for every XES xI there is Ucs HI such
that V is homeomorphic to either IN or HIT

We call an object with this property a manifold

with boundary

Def For us I an n D manifold with boundary is
a subspace Mc 112M for some m such that for each
EM There exists UCM containing with U homeomorphic

to 112 or to 1H

Def If I UCM homeo to IR and xEU we call xaninteriorf
Otherwise wecall a manifold boundary point

Note A manifold boundary point is always a boundary point
asdefinedearlier but the converse is false
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In fact every point in 5 14123 is a boundary point
but only thetop and bottom cirles of S I contain manifold
boundary points

Remick It is immediate from the definitions that
a manifold is a manifold with boundary But
the reverse is not true

Sometimes we call a manifold a manifold without boundary
to avoid confusion

Example

5 Q1 is the cylinder withtop and

bottom circles removed This is a manifold

without boundary

I

misobiist III
with boundary but
not a manifold without boundary
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boundary

one

if endpoints are not included
this a t D manifold without
boundary
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Cell complexed

Define 5 s Dhs112 by

D Tell l die As I
S Ie Rh l daCEOJ I

D is a manifold with boundary
The set of anifold boundary points is 5

In this case manifold boundary
points and boundary points in

µ g the earlier sense are the same

We call D a closed disk

Do is considered to be a point by
S is considered to be the empty set

A cell complex is a topological space built
by iteratively gluing together dosed disks along
their boundary


